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	Title: The Therapy of Gardening 
	Author: by Carolyn Carpino, UC Master Gardener
	Page 1: During the past year in this column, Master Gardeners have attempted to share with you facts and useful tips on how to garden successfully. What we haven't done is tell you why we garden. There are many more benefits to gardening than just improving your curb appeal, as many of you know. I asked some Master Gardeners to share their thoughts during this reflective time of year: Master Gardener Ann Belau eloquently expresses the respite found in truly seeing the beauty around us. "I call them the 'Jewel Box Days of Winter'. They follow a nighttime rain and make my spirits soar. While still in my nice warm robe, I take my first steaming cup of tea to an east window and open the shutters just as the sun is peeking over the snow covered mountains. The shafts of sunlight are like gold streamers as they spill down the mountains into the valley. They touch the still, wet streets turning them into ribbons of silver that flow past my house. The sky is like the inside of a jewel box, a soft covering of clear blue satin. The grass in the garden looks like green velvet strewn with pearls of raindrops. Tiny diamonds sparkle at the tips of every leaf and on the gossamer web of a garden spider. I may have planted a garden and tended it with love and care, but it was God who turned it all to magic while we slept." For many people, the performance of simple garden tasks is very therapeutic. Master Gardener Pam Wallace writes, "One thing I love about gardening in wintertime is cleaning up the flower beds. When the summer flowers start to look over-grown and tired, I like to pull them out along with all the weeds. I really enjoy the look of the cleaned out flowerbeds and feel very satisfied. Pulling weeds is even better therapy for me. I get this feeling inside that I am going to get those ugly things out of my garden, and they will NOT gain the upper hand over me. It's like conquering something. It starts out as a big huge task, but as I dig them out by their tough little roots, I feel great pleasure knowing these weeds will not be back! I gain even more control and pride, knowing that I'm tending my yard and they will not be around to spoil my garden. The digging and pulling is symbolic, I guess, of digging out problems in my life...sometimes you can't really "win" over those problems, but I know I can "win" over those weeds!"The benefits of gardening extend far beyond aesthetic, spiritual, and emotional rewards. Another Master Gardener writes, "Gardening in my case is actually physical therapy. Since I have arthritis and fibromylagia and the symptoms are usually more severe in the moist winter months, gardening provides the therapy of gentle stretching and exercise which experts recommend as treatments. "Keep moving" is the anthem for these conditions and gardening provides that movement without risking the over-activity that a full-blown sport could.
	Page 2: As for me, I use winter gardening activities for movement and exercise, but also as a place to go relax and de-stress from the year-end activities that are so hectic. After working for about three minutes on a simple garden task, I zone into possibly the only peaceful time of that day. It is MY time and no one demands a thing from me. I hear birds sing and watch them build their nests and peck for food. I observe insects and wildlife that I don't normally see while doing other activities, even in the colder winter months. If you are creative and resourceful, you can use gardening to put color into an otherwise bleak time of the year."
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